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knows what they are.” In his own field, the 
author seems to have found a few sound 
guidelines. First, pick an interesting com-
poser, preferably one whose music has “time-
less power to move its hearers to a better 
place,” and who lived in a fascinating time. 
Second, weave hundreds of little accounts 
and personal histories of that time into a 
colorful description of the composer’s set-
ting. Third, tell the story in stylish but elegant 
prose with clear and forthright judgments. 
But perhaps that can be expected with all 
the practice Walker has had. Years ago, he 
published a collection of essays by various 
authors on Chopin’s life and work, still read 
with pleasure, which has matured into this 
book. In 1966, he brought out a similar col-
lection about Liszt which evolved into his 
marvelous three-volume biography. Finally, 
in 1972, Walker published a last collection on 
Schumann. With Liszt, and now Fryderyk 
Chopin, so well cared for, one can but hope 
that Walker will try for the hat-trick.

Shines in the darkness
Christian Wiman
He Held Radical Light: 
The Art of Faith, the Faith of Art.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 128 pages, $23

reviewed by Christopher Benson

Since poets live, move, and have their beings 
in words, it is not surprising that the titles and 
subtitles of Christian Wiman’s memoirs are 
carefully chosen. Wiman, who edited Poetry 
for a decade and now teaches at Yale Divin-
ity School, recounted in his 2013 memoir, 
My Bright Abyss, how—in the words of Dos-
toyevsky’s devil in The Brothers Karamazov—he 
passed through “the great crucible of doubt” 
after a terminal cancer diagnosis. Blessed to 
live forward, he tries to understand life back-
ward in this sequel, He Held Radical Light, 
which traces his development as a poet, stu-
dent of poetry, and man of faith from college 
to the start of his professorship. Many others 
illuminate his search for this “radical light,” 

including contemporary poets like Seamus 
Heaney, Mary Oliver, Philip Larkin, and A. R. 
Ammons and the twentieth-century theolo-
gian Dietrich Bonhoeffer.

If My Bright Abyss was an essay on the roles 
of art and faith in dying well, then He Held 
Radical Light may be an essay on the roles of 
art and faith in living well. Both titles allude 
to “the true light” from the Gospel of John, 
although Wiman emphasizes that this light at 
the root of all things (the etymological origin 
of “radical” is, after all, the Latin word for 
“root”) is usually perceived in darkness (as 
the word “abyss” implies)—the darkness of 
ignorance and unbelief. Curiously, there is 
no mention about the darkness of sin, which 
may be explained by his first memoir’s sub-
title: “Meditation of a Modern Believer.” For 
“unbelieving believers,” as Wiman calls himself 
and his readers, the eyes strain to perceive the 
light because of weakness rather than wicked-
ness. The only sins that remain, it seems, are 
piety (“Nothing kills credibility like excessive 
enthusiasm”) and conviction (“Nothing poi-
sons truth so quickly as an assurance that one 
has found it”).

The poet Fanny Howe nourished Wiman’s 
“sense of what a genuine faith might look like 
to a genuinely modern mind” when she told 
him that “she could wake up an atheist and 
go to bed a believer, and vice versa . . . pretty 
much every goddamn day!” The organizing 
question of He Held Radical Light—“What 
is it that we want when we can’t stop want-
ing?”—receives fluid answers: “I say God, but 
Jack Gilbert’s greed may be equally accurate, 
at least as long as God is an object of desire 
rather than its engine, end rather than means.” 
Elsewhere, Wiman approvingly quotes Ilya 
Kaminsky’s answer to that same question: 
“Lord, give us what you have already given.” 
At the end of the memoir, the answers are 
“form” and “order,” which can be satisfied in 
part by poetry, but only in full by God, who 
is discovered through human insufficiency: 
“Our only savior is failure.”

The true Savior stands just off stage as the 
memoir ends. Wiman refrains from identi-
fying the “saving absolute” in a visit with 
Seamus Heaney: 
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What might I have said? All you have to do, Sea-
mus, is open your big Irish heart to Jesus. One more 
truth dies with the utterance. No, the casual way 
that American Christians have of talking about 
God is not simply dispiriting, but is, for some 
sensibilities, actively destructive. There are times 
when silence is not only the highest, but the only 
possible, piety.

Perhaps Wiman’s aversion to “casual” God-talk 
owes less to his youth in the Bible Belt of Texas 
than to the soirées of professional wordsmiths.

Certainly, poets and theologians should re-
sponsibly steward their words about God. Yet 
I cannot help but wonder if Wiman’s proclivity 
for silence betrays modern timorousness more 
than monastic piety, Ludwig Wittgenstein more 
than Saint Anthony. Yes, Wiman writes from a 
Christian perspective, but he joins the company 
of poets whose motto could be the final sen-
tence of Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: “Whereof 
one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.” 
Like the painter Basil Hallward in The Picture of 
Dorian Gray, Wiman seems to feel the embar-
rassing exposure of expression: “Perhaps one 
should never put one’s worship into words.” 
And yet, if carried to its logical conclusion, si-
lence would be planned obsolescence for poets 
since poets worship with words. 

Of course, God-talk varies from age to age 
while God remains the same. In his earlier mem-
oir, Wiman pictures God by the oxymoron of 
a “bright abyss”—an image common to nega-
tive theology, which emphasizes what God is 
not, looking into a bottomless depth that finite 
minds cannot reach. In his new memoir, Wiman 
pictures God by an even less comforting image, 
which has its source in the A. R. Ammons poem 
that inspired Wiman’s title: “wrestling to say, to 
cut loose/ from the high unimaginable hook.” 
Are we worms impaled on this sharp hook? Or 
does the hook bear the weight of our pain and 
sorrow? “If I say that the hook is God, will only 
believers understand me? If I say that the hook 
is the Void, will only atheists understand me?,” 
Wiman asks. He then makes a signature move 
of equivocation: “The hook is both God and 
Void, grace and pain. I am reasonably sure that 
most poets will know what I mean.”

Whether empty like an abyss or violent 
like a hook, this description of God is a far 
cry from those used by Christian poets in the 
past. The seventeenth-century Anglican priest 
and poet George Herbert, for example, used 
biblical images of God that offer a positive 
theology, such as the protection of a “Father,” 
the sovereignty and justice of a “King,” or 
the tenderness of “Love.” Wiman’s poems are 
often based on his private revelations (notice 
the possessive “my bright abyss”), whereas 
Herbert’s religious poems tend to focus on 
the revelations of God. Wiman insists, “You 
can’t let the flashes of insight harden into 
‘knowledge.’ You have to remain true to those 
moments of truth.” Intellectual humility and 
imaginative docility are admirable virtues in a 
religious writer, but not at the price of evacu-
ating dogmatic content, as if belief were the 
enemy of inspiration. While mystery cannot 
be mastered, it is not mystery all the way 
down—not fumbling around in the dark, be-
cause “the light shines in the darkness, and 
the darkness has not overcome it,” as Saint 
John puts it.

The chiastic subtitle to Wiman’s new 
memoir is “The Art of Faith, The Faith of 
Art.” Some traditionalists may be troubled 
by Wiman’s treatment of “the art of faith.” 
But they should laud his treatment of “the 
faith of art.” It balances charity and reproach: 
charity for the sacred resonances of secular 
poetry, reproach for turning poetry into 
secular scripture. Wiman’s incisive reading 
of Philip Larkin’s “Aubade,” Craig Arnold’s 
“Meditation on a Grapefruit,” and Seamus 
Heaney’s “Sunlight” show “art contains and 
expresses a faith that the artist, in the rest 
of his waking life, rejects.” Setting aside the 
shortcomings of Wiman’s writings on faith 
itself, the memoir delivers “the needful bits 
and curbs to headstrong weeds” (to quote 
Duke Vincentio in Measure for Measure) 
that infiltrate the garden of modern poetry. 
Wiman pulls up the stubborn credo of art as 
a “redemptive activity”: 

I think it’s dangerous to think of art—or any-
thing, actually—as a personally redemptive activ-
ity, at least in any ultimate sense. For one thing, 
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it leads to overproduction: if it’s art that’s saving 
you, you damn sure better keep producing it, 
even if the well seems to have run dry. . . . The 
real issue, for anyone who suffers the silences 
of God and seeks real redemption, is that art is 
not enough. Those spots of time are not enough 
to hang a life on. At some point you need a 
universally redemptive activity.

He Held Radical Light deserves attention 
for its central paradox, which chastens Percy 
Shelley and all who believe that poets are “the 
unacknowledged legislators of the world.” 
Wiman is an alert watchman where others 
are drowsy to the element of overweening 
that can sneak in and take hold, resulting 
in the belief that art can save. He fights this 
pretentious enemy, insisting that “art is not 
enough,” and yet everything must be given 
to crafting words, even though they will not 
survive. This understanding of the artist, 
which does not forfeit dedication or pas-
sion for humility, recognizes that the deep-
est hungers of the human being are satisfied 
outside of art, while art gives those hungers 
their force and vividness.

The man behind “Messiah”
Jane Glover
Handel in London: 
The Making of a Genius.
Pegasus Books, 488 pages, $28.95

reviewed by John Check

The letters he left behind are relatively few, 
and these are sparing in personal detail. Vigi-
lantly he steered clear of controversy, the bet-
ter to concentrate on work, his true priority. 
He seems to have gone from one success to 
another; when met with setbacks, say an unen-
thusiastic response to an opera, he trained his 
resources on new projects, justifiably confident 
of his ability to succeed again. Succeed he did, 
driven, as the conductor and musicologist Jane 
Glover writes, by “his own charismatic energy 
and fierce insistence on the highest possible 
standards.” At the time of his death in 1759 

at the age of seventy-four, George Frideric 
Handel was famous throughout Europe.

Born in 1685 in the German university town 
of Halle, the young Handel soon received 
instruction there in counterpoint and com-
position, earned recognition for his organ 
and harpsichord playing, and at the age of 
nineteen wrote his first opera, Almira. Next 
he spent four years in Italy, where he came 
under the auspices of the great patrons of 
the day, including the Medicis, and readily 
absorbed new musical influences. Handel’s 
early attainments, efficiently treated by Glov-
er, provide context for what followed: his 
nearly fifty years in London, the period that 
gives Handel in London its scope. Its theme 
is how and why the composer gave up opera 
for the oratorio.

Although he wrote orchestral and keyboard 
works and composed music to commemorate 
special occasions (Water Music, for example, 
and Music for the Royal Fireworks), Handel 
is known primarily for his operas and ora-
torios. Opera had its beginnings in the late 
sixteenth century in Italy. So important was 
its provenance that, when Handel came to 
England in 1710, opera still meant Italian op-
era. Librettos were in Italian and were often 
the work of Italian librettists. The star singers 
were Italian, too, and about them the popu-
lar press made a tremendous stir, tracking 
their comings and goings. The kind of opera 
Handel composed, opera seria, was serious and 
elevated in its tone, drawing typically on clas-
sical personages, tropes, and allusions. These 
operas were expensive to mount, owing to 
the use (or overuse) of sets and costumery. 
English audiences, in particular, had a taste 
for special effects, a taste Handel made sure to 
indulge. One such effect, in Rinaldo, Handel’s 
first opera composed in England, is described 
in the libretto as “a Chariot drawn by two 
huge Dragons, out of whose Mouths issue 
Fire and Smoke.”

The oratorio, on the other hand, was an 
altogether more modest production. Unlike 
the classical themes explored in opera seria, 
oratorios had texts based mostly on religious 
topics, and these texts, in Handel’s works, were 
almost always in English. Also unlike opera, 


